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Hyper Pet Pooch Post Tie Out is a swiveling tie-out stake,

suitable for all size dogs. The head swivels 360 degrees to
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You Save:

Hyper Pet Pooch Post Tie Out for Dogs
By Hyper Pet
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prevent tangling and features a heavy metal construction for

durability.

Key Benefits

Heavy Metal Construction with a removable Insert

Move from Back to Front Yard by Simply Placing

Multiple Outer Sleeves

Head Swivels 360 Degrees to Prevent Tangling

Mow Over Pooch Post

Measures: 22 x 4.5 x 1.25 inches

See all items by Hyper Pet 

BREED SIZE

LEASH TYPE

22 x 4.5 x
1.25 inches

Extra Small & Toy
Breeds, Small
Breeds, Medium
Breeds, Large
Breeds, Giant
Breeds

Tie Out Cable

Pet Lovers Also Bought

Four Paws Walk-About Spiral
Tie-Out Stake

$5.63
17

Four Paws Giant Tie Out
Stake, 28-in

$15.23
15

Four Paws Walk-About Spiral
Tie-Out Stake for Dogs, 15-ft

$14.08
7
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A Whole New Ball Game
With Hyper Pet, a game of fetch is never the same old routine of throw, run, retrieve.

These toys are made not just to fly, but to soar through the sky, higher and farther than

the average fetch toy. You'll get in some quality hang-out time with your pooch, anda he'll

never want the game to end.

Take Playtime to the
Next Level
The fun never has to end with Hyper Pet's

exclusive line of top-quality dog toys. Their

unique, award-winning lineup includes all sorts

of toys for all sorts of play—whether your pup's

in the mood to chew, start a tug-of-war session,

bolt after a high-flying ball, or squeak the day

away. Get ready for an epic playtime with your

four-legged best friend!
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FOR TRADITIONAL PUPS: Use the Throw-N-

Go or Hyper Fling and watch the tennis balls

reach new heights as your dog reaches new

levels of excitement. The K-9 Cannon shoots

tennis balls up to 75 feet, and the Ball

Launcher can go up to 220 feet for triple the

challenge.

FOR THE DAREDEVIL: Try something a little

different with RealTree Interactive wild

animal toys made from ballistic nylon, or the

RealTree Flippy Flopper disc. Slingshot a

flying animal bungee toy or hurl a Gnarly

Gnaws toy—they all float, so they're great for

the beach, lake or pool.

Canine-Approved
Chew Toys
Your furry friend will have a chomping

good time with Hyper Pet's variety of

durable chew toys. For dogs that love to

make themselves heard, Hyper

Squawkers and Dura-Squeaks are

number one picks. Chewing fanatics can

gnaw away at ultra-strong foam Hyper

Chews, the teeth-massaging Dent-A-Tug,

delicious Flav-A-Bones, or the Tennis

Chewz that doubles as a fetch toy.

Soft Toys for
Playful Pups
If your dog's guilty pleasure is plush or

fabric toys, Hyper Pet has plenty of

options. Whether he's into squeakers,

crinkling noises, several different

textures, stuffing-free, lightly stuffed,

plush or those made for fetching, he'll

have his choice of irresistible soft toys

for indoor play sessions. There's even

i h b ll hidd d h h
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Questions & Answers

Be the first to ask a question.

some with balls hidden underneath the

soft exterior, and one that jumps, barks

and wiggles!

About Hyper Pet
Hyper Pet knows how important playtime is for

dogs and their owners, and they value the

special bonding moments that come with it. As

an industry leader for over 30 years, they remain

committed to creating quality, interactive dog

toys, retractable leashes and other premium pet

products while exceeding the expectations of

pet parents. They're located right here in the

U.S. in their state-of-the-art facility in Wichita,

Kansas.

Shop Hyper Pet

Ask a Question
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100% OF REVIEWERS
RECOMMEND THIS PRODUCT

 3.2 / 5

Customer Reviews

 4 Reviews  3.2 out of 5 Stars

100%

RECOMMEND

Write a Review

4 Reviews Most relevantAll stars

Not hammer friendly

By BanetheGSD on May 31, 2017

The swivel works great, but the hammer-able piece broke after the third hit from a rubber mallet. Luckily
I was still able to get it into the ground without. Going to have to contact the makers.

Smooth sailing so far

By Awesomepawsomemom on May 29, 2016

I've got a LGd more specifically an Ovcharka pup, who is strong as a bull. This has kept her, when I have
to keep her tied, very well so far.

Works great

By LarryP on Oct 28, 2015

Works great. No tangles and had no problem putting in ground. But as another reviewer said cant figure
out where to get extra sleeves, but at this price will just probably buy another complete one.
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5.0
   

 

Experts available 24/7:  1-800-672-4399    

    

Not the best

By Waldo on Mar 8, 2015

The sleeve bent and the paint chipped off as I drove it into the ground. I expected a little more from
reading the dicription. A great idea but needs some improvements. Was unable to get it below lawn
mower depth without completely destroying it. Also, I see nowhere to buy the extra sleeve as explained
in the description.
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